[Dynamics of tuning to the shape of a cross-like figure in striate neurons].
Dynamics of tuning to the shape of cross-like figure flashed in receptive field was studied in 83 striate neurons by the method of temporal slices. Tuning was estimated by the total number of spikes in the response and by this number in successive fragments of the response with 20 ms steps. It was found that only in 11.7% cases neurons showed stable tuning to the same shape of the preferred figure (an angle between its lines), in other cases (88.3%) during response generation this tuning changes being one-phase (7.2%) or two-phase (27.0%), or undulatory (54.1%). Different dynamical reorganization of receptive field zones is discussed as a possible mechanism of the revealed effects as well as their correlation with previously described dynamics of tuning to orientation of a single bar and a cross in striate cells.